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Sticker Encyclopedia: Rocks and Minerals features stickers and facts about all types of minerals,

from precious metals and seashore pebbles to gems and volcanic rocks. More than just sticker

books, DK's Sticker Encyclopedia series features a wealth of facts and jaw-dropping statistics.
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Great if you love minerals and stickers! They are good quality stickers that stick to a variety of

materials & stay there (these aren't those cheap stickers that fall off easily).Personally, I thought

there were a lot of extra/useless workbook pages. I guess those are great for younger kids, but I just

wanted a sticker book :). There are quite a few stickers that are NOT minerals (boy with a computer,

airplane, jewerly, cement walls, plastic ball, etc). These materials do indeed utilize minerals or

natural compounds, but from the title you'd think there would only be rock and mineral stickers.

Also, there were silly mineral labels like "colorful mineral" or vague rock terms, but those were very

infrequent. Anyway, overall an amazing buy!!

My 5 year old daughter loves sticker books and learning with them. All of the other sticker books we

have used are guided by page. For example: all the stickers for pages 1 and 2 are on 1 sheet in the



back of the book. That is not the case in this one. The stickers are completely mixed up to the point

where I had trouble finding them. This would be good for an older child but by then they aren't

usually so big on stickers. I will probably stick with Usborne sticker books for now. She can do those

independently (or close to it).

I bought this as a stocking stuffer for my 6 yo son, he loves it. He is very into rocks and stickers so

this was right up his alley. And of course he loves learning all about rocks, which he has an

extensive collection of.

Arg, so frustrating for my 7 yo who is a late reader. Stickers are randomly organized on the sticker

pages with no notation of the page they go on. It just says the name, such as obsidian. To add to

the confusion, there are several stickers of obsidian, labeled obsidian, and the only indicator of

whether it is the right one is the shape drawn on the page with all the text. How frustrating to find the

right stone, and have it still be wrong. There's no reason they had to do that. I generally love DK

products, and rarely bother to write negative reviews, but I didn't want other people to be

disappointed the way we were.

This was a gift for my 7 year old nephew, & he loved it! He really liked the stickers to place on the

correct rocks. He also got a rock tumbler as a birthday gift, so they went well together. He has been

collecting rocks since he was 4, & I would recommend this book to anyone who knows a child who

loves nature.

The "DK STICKER ENCYCLOPEDIA ROCKS AND MINERALS" is a WONDERFUL RESOURCE

for parents and teachers, as well as a very enjoyable way to introduce children to the subject of

Geology! I consider all of the DK ENCYCLOPEDIAS (other themes include: The Solar System,

Animals, Dinosaurs and Oceans) A MUST HAVE for Elementry level lesson plans and science

projects!!!!

We teach a bunch of geology programs at a park and love to have stickers for the kids to use. This

book is bursting with tons of different stickers and we all just love it. It's hard to find geology stickers

and we bought this originally sight unseen -- but we have been super happy with it!
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